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By Mary McDermott

T
he holidays are over, and most
of us have already made our
personal New Year’s resolu-
tions, but what about a resolu-
tion for your practice? We all

know that the most frustrating aspect of
medical practice occurs weeks, maybe
months, after your patient has left the
office: the patient has been treated yet
your claim for service is denied reim-
bursement. So, resolve to make 2008 the
year you develop a plan for ongoing
denial management and improve the
health of your accounts receivable. 

The economics of present day health
care make it necessary for practice man-
agers to be highly knowledgeable about
sophisticated business concepts, yet some
of greatest financial returns can be
derived from some straightforward analy-
sis of current medical claim denials.
Claim denials can seriously affect the
financial performance of your practice.
Denials lead to an increase in accounts
receivables, require increased staffing lev-
els and therefore increase costs. This,
combined with declining reimbursement
rates and the increasing expense of run-
ning a medical practice make it impera-
tive that you take proactive steps to man-
age denials in your practice. 

Physician Practice, Heal Thyself
It can be tempting to blame payers when
claims are denied. It may surprise you to
find out that that according to industry
reports, 75 to 90 percent of denials are
preventable. It’s important that practice
managers and their staff have a basic

understanding of what it takes to get a
clean claim out the door. The informa-
tion that your office staff needs to be able
to generate a professional fee claim is usu-
ally obtained from a superbill or other
charge document that is filled out (hope-
fully) by the physician. If the physician
does not know what is required, the staff
may be unable to generate a clean claim
that will ultimately be paid. 

The physician should know that dif-
ferent types of services may require differ-
ent types of information. For instance, in
order to bill for a consultation, the name
and NPI/UPIN of the referring doctor
must communicated to the billing staff so
it can be entered in the correct box on the
CMS 1500. Without this information,
few payers will reimburse you for this
service. In practices where services may be
rendered in a number of sites, communi-
cating the correct site of service (e.g.,
where the services took place, such as
emergency room, outpatient hospital, or
doctor’s office) is often overlooked. Some
services may require different modifiers
when rendered in ER or outpatient hos-
pital sites; if the claim is submitted with-
out these modifiers, your claim will not
be paid. Some codes are restricted to doc-
tor’s office sites of services and cannot be
billed when performed in the hospital.
Communicating site of service informa-
tion to the staff will enable them to send
a correct claim, again increasing the
chance that it will be reimbursed. 

Most denials can be prevented by tak-
ing proactive steps to familiarize your
practice staff with each contracted (and
non-contracted) payer’s policies and pro-
cedures. Most national payers publish

this information on their web sites—they
are accessible 24/7 and are free.

Payment disputes are just as costly to
insurers as they are to providers. Any time
a claim is forced from the automated
claims environment to one where human
intervention is required, the cost of pro-
cessing the claim escalates. Given that
most health care plans in the United
States are not risk-based, claims denials
do not save the payer money. The denials
may save the group employer money, but
denials really only increase cost to the
payer. Since most payers are paid a fee on
a per-claim basis, any time their cost for
that claim increases, they make less
money. Most employers, and CMS, mon-
itor payer performance and employee
/beneficiary satisfaction with the payer.
Increased denials lead to beneficiary dis-
satisfaction with the health plan. This
may make them more likely to switch
plans during annual enrollment.

Denials will typically fall into one of
four basic denial categories: (1) registra-
tion errors, (2) coding errors, (3) submis-
sion errors and (4) payer processing
errors. Your ability to classify the denials
in your practice into one of the four pre-
ceding buckets will allow you to devise a
plan to correct internal processes in your
office and prospectively reduce the likeli-
hood of denials. Knowing which types of
denials are preventable is very important
to the workflow of your office.

The first three types—registration
errors, coding errors, and submission
errors—are 100 percent within the con-
trol of your practice. Avoiding these
errors may mean that you must develop a
different workflow than the one you are
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currently using. Controlling these types
of denials requires that you invest your
practice resources at the front end of your
operation, in a proactive manner. You are
attempting to preemptively control the
outcome of a future service. This is the
only effective way to deal with claims
denials. If the extent of your denial man-
agement is to appeal claims as they hap-
pen, you will never be able to get to the
root cause of the denial and impact future
performance. 

Why Are We Being Denied?
Often, the response to a lack of payment
is to simply send another claim. It’s easy
to do, but it accounts for additional
unnecessary denials. Contact the payer
before you send another claim. It may be
that it is just taking longer than usual to
process. Try to contact the payer via the
Interactive Voice Response system, or via
the internet to eliminate hold times on
the phone waiting for a human being to
pick up. Make sure all explanation of
benefits (EOBs) are being posted to the
accounts receivable—even the ones with
no payment. An EOB with no payment
should detail a reason for the non-pay-
ment. Non-payment could be due to
deductibles, pre-existing conditions or
coverage termination. Even though no
payment has been made, the payer has
processed the claim. Make sure each non-
payment EOB is handled appropriately
and quickly. You may need to file to an
updated insurer and their timely filing
limits will apply based on the date of serv-
ice, not the date you realized you sent the
claim to the wrong payer. 

Another common reason for denial is
due to medical necessity. Medicare carriers
and most national commercial payers list
their local coverage determinations
(LCDs) or medical policies on their web
sites. Most of these policies include cov-
ered ICD-9 codes. Since ICD-9-CM
changes are released every October, you
should take the update as an opportunity
to make sure your billing vouchers are

updated. If you are using invalid ICD-9
codes, you are sure to face denials. Make
sure all the correct diagnosis codes were
submitted on the claim form, and were
properly linked to the CPT procedure
codes that were billed. If your carrier only
has the ability to see four diagnosis codes
on a claim form and you have submitted
six, make sure the first four diagnoses sub-
mitted are the codes that must be linked to
the CPT codes for medical necessity. 

Make sure your CPT codes are up to
date, and that you are using modifiers
correctly. For instance, submitting a bilat-
eral modifier for a code that is inherently
bilateral, or failure to submit a 26 modi-
fier for a test that is provided in a hospi-
tal outpatient or inpatient site of service
can cause these types of denials. Review
your claim for incorrect CPT code or
incorrect modifiers. 

Review the Medicare fee schedule data-
base on your local carrier’s web site to ver-
ify which modifier(s), if any, is/are allowed.
Make sure you and your staff are aware of
correct coding and modifier usage. Access
the CMS manual on modifiers at
http://www.trailblazerhealth.com/Publicat
ions/Training%20Manual/Modifiers.pdf.
Make sure you have at least one 2008
CPT, ICD-9 and HCPCS book available
to your staff. Make sure any CPT code
changes have been updated on your billing
voucher. 

At the beginning of the year, many of
your patients will show up with new
insurance cards and with different cover-
age than they had last year. Keeping up
with these changes is critical. Make sure
you copy the patient’s insurance card at
each visit, but this is especially important
in January. Keep in mind that co-pay-
ments may have increased, and
deductibles will not have been satisfied.
Make sure you are prepared to collect
cash in the office and that your staff are
diligent about asking for these “contrac-
tual obligations.”

In order to prevent denials in the
future, you must be willing and able to

track current denials, categorize them, ana-
lyze them and determine the root cause for
each. Some billing systems can do this for
you in an automated way that provides
you with reports and statistical data. If you
have this capability your job is made easi-
er. If your billing system cannot automate
this function, it can be accomplished by
developing a simple spreadsheet on your
PC in Excel, Lotus or Access.

Start by categorizing the denial, by
payer:

• Registration
• Coding
• Submission
• Payer Processing
Sort your results by payer, then by

highest to lowest dollar. Determine your
action plan. It can seem like a daunting
task, so start small: fix one set of problems
at a time. You may want to strategically
target the payer with the highest level of
denials, or target the simplest denials
across all payers. Are there similarities?
Once you know what is causing the prob-
lem, develop job aids, templates or action
plans to prevent future occurrences. 

Track the outcomes of your appeals.
This can save you time and wasted effort.
Use the data that you generate to deter-
mine whether it is in your best interest to
participate with a payer. Commit to doing
this on an ongoing basis—repeat the
process every week/month/quarter. Track
the levels of denials over time to see where
your interventions have had the most
impact. By the time you are done, it will be
time to start the process all over again, but
the task will be far less daunting than it
was the first time around. PN
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